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Abstract

The Polish Constitution does not expressly postulate the term of constitutional identity, however the Constitutional Tribunal of Poland has elaborated this concept in detail in its case law. This framework has been used to justify internal reforms; however, it has been mostly applied as a constitutional argument for the protection of national sovereignty within the European legal space.

Similarly, the Hungarian Constitutional Court has stated:

The constitutional identity of Hungary does not constitute the exhaustive and closed list of values, but some of its elements may be highlighted as examples, which are identical with the recently acknowledged constitutional values: the fundamental rights; the separation of powers; the republican form of state; the freedom of religion; the rule of law; parliamentarian; equality under the law; the respect of the judicial power; and the protection of the nationalities living together with us. ²

My study aims to make a comparison between the relevant case-law of the two constitutional courts and provide some recommendations on how constitutional identity should be reconceptualized; separated more clearly from other forms of identity; and how it could fulfil its task more efficiently at the edge of the national and European legal orders with the help of European-wide standards.

1 I would like to sincerely appreciate the valuable information, materials and comments from Professor Monika Szwarc, the leader of the European Law Department of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Institute of Law Studies, who was so kind to organise my research visit to Warsaw. Apart from her, I would like to say also thank you to Joanna Florecka, Agata Kleczkowska, Wojciech Lewandowski, Karol Popławsni and Agnieszka Sołtys, also from the ILS PAS.

This study forms part of project NKFIH. no. 128796 which outlines the normative elements of the principle of democracy from the perspective of constitutional and European law.

A concept at the edge of national and European constitutional law...
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1. **Introduction**

The relationship between national constitutional frameworks and the Law of the European Union has been an uncertain matter for decades, and this discussion was intensified significantly by the accession of several Central-European countries. Traditionally, the German Federal Constitutional Court was the primary judicial body that elaborated on the concept of national constitutional identity in-depth, while the European Court of Justice (hereinafter: ECJ) attempted to crystallize a framework of national identity with more or less similar content. The difference between the two approaches were the main highlights: the ECJ relied on the supremacy of EU law over even national constitutions, while the German Federal Constitutional Court identified certain elements of the German constitutional order which should not be undermined by the legal development of European integration.

From 2004 onwards, new member states joined the European integration project with inherently different historical experience than the ‘old’ West-European member states: due to the almost continuous thread of sovereignty over Central-European states by neighbour empires, several constitutional scholars in these countries looked for concepts which could justify stronger protection of national legal orders within the European legal space vis-à-vis European Law. Moreover, the original, mostly economic, community had been extended to certain fields of strengthened political cooperation, and consequently, the debates around sovereignty intensified, so additional legal arguments were sought to justify different political approaches.

As part of these endeavours, constitutional identity has been explored as an important tool not only to distinguish the scope of European and national law but also to conceptualize the background of the legal differences between member states despite their clear willingness to harmonize their applicable rules on certain well-defined matters. As a result, in recent years, and especially in the Central-European countries, numerous academic contributions have been devoted to the notion and the functions of constitutional identity.

In light of the recent spread of this framework, and bearing in mind its growing importance in the contemporary constitutional discourse around Europe, in my view, we have to extend the comparative scope of this research further, and to more deeply understand what kinds of models exist in this regard.

---

5 EJC’s judgement C-202/11 [2013] ECLI:EU:C:2013:239.
10 For this purpose, I spent two weeks at the Institute for Law Studies PAS in October 2021, where I had the opportunity to consult with several Polish experts on the topic and to collect English materials from Polish authors about this matter. On these grounds, I drafted the present comparative study between the Polish and Hungarian interpretations of constitutional identity, which is still to be detailed further but might be a proper point to begin to initiate additional comparative research between the two countries and also between other countries concerned.
As part of a series of comparative materials on constitutional identity, the constitutional texts of the Visegrad countries have been also analysed, and the first steps have been made towards a comparative evaluation of the relevant constitutional case law from these countries. The contribution of this paper to this process will be a parallel detailed assessment of some crucial Polish and Hungarian constitutional court rulings dealing with constitutional identity, and on this basis, I will argue for the necessity of European-wide judicial standards for constitutional identity to avoid arbitrary use of this instrument.

If we aim to describe the concept of constitutional identity in a particular country, in my view, six factors should be considered: the origin of the concept; the elements of constitutional identity in the legal system; the functions assigned to it; its role in outlining the relationship of European and national law; the role of the national legal traditions at the discussion; and the main concerns identified around this concept. In the following sections, I will analyse the Polish and the Hungarian concepts of constitutional identity around these six aspects, and will provide a deeper understanding of the conceptualization of this framework in these two countries with comparable situations, but somewhat different circumstances and characteristics.

2. The Origins of Two Different Constitutional Identity Concepts

In the two countries examined, constitutional identity as a concept was first introduced by the Polish Constitutional Tribunal in 2010, after the issuing of several rulings outlining the scope of the country’s sovereignty. In this particular case, the Tribunal reviewed the constitutionality of the Lisbon Treaty and the additional limitations on Poland’s sovereignty provided by this new treaty. By contrast, the Hungarian Constitutional Court relied on this concept six years later, when at the request of the government it interpreted the provisions of the Fundamental Law on Hungary’s participation in European integration. The common point is that both countries implemented this conceptual framework in their constitutional discourse in order to reconsider the relationship between the European and national legal orders, but regarding the further circumstances, the closer context of the two implementations was inherently different.

In Poland, the primary issue was a legal challenge that has also been heard by numerous other constitutional courts in the European Union. The constitutionality of the Lisbon Treaty was debated in several member states, but ultimately, its constitutionality has been upheld by all judicial bodies that have dealt with the matter. Nevertheless, this was probably the first moment in Central Europe when the necessity of explicit legal limitations on European integration was seriously considered. The Polish Constitutional

---


Tribunal recognised that constitutional identity, which had been mentioned several times by the German Federal Constitutional Court as including the unamendable principles of the German Basic Law, might be the proper tool for Poland to also determine those key principles of the Polish constitutional framework which should be vested by a supreme legal character over the other constitutional articles and also over EU law. However, although the Polish Constitutional Tribunal provided a list of principles and values which should be understood as the components of Poland’s constitutional identity, it failed to determine the exact source of constitutional identities, such as the unamendable constitutional provisions in Germany. Without this, it is a hard task to attribute any normative character to constitutional identity, since it comprises just a set of principles and values selected on unknown grounds. In the first years, constitutional identity was used as a legal concept in the case-law of the Polish Tribunal, however, it has gradually become politicised, especially after 2015, when a constitutional crisis occurred in the country, in the recently published abortion judgment, or the latest ruling concerning the alleged conflict between the founding treaties of the European Union and the Constitution of Poland.

In Hungary, the first to use constitutional identity as an argument were a dissenting and concurring opinion, while the majority reasoning first relied on this concept in 2016. At that time, the Hungarian Government had requested the abstract interpretation of Art. E) (2) of the Fundamental Law of Hungary to decide whether so-called migration quotas could have binding force for Hungary. The Constitutional Court made an international comparison, which has been criticised by several scholars: according to the contesting views, the cases mentioned were arbitrarily selected for the sake of favouring the governmental motion. The reasoning detailed the term of constitutional identity and used it as an argument for the protection of national sovereignty vis a vis the supremacy of EU law. The reasoning provided a list of the main elements of constitutional identity, but this enumeration is not exhaustive, and the Constitutional

---

20 Judgement of Constitutional Tribunal of Poland, K 3/21 [2021] IPO.
24 The constitutional identity of Hungary does not constitute the exhaustive and closed list of values, but some of its elements may be highlighted as examples, which are identical with the recently acknowledged constitutional values: the fundamental rights; the separation of powers; the republican form of state; the freedom of religion; the rule of law; parliamentarian; equality under the law; the respect of the judicial power; and the protection of the nationalities living together with us. Amongst others, there are such achievements of our historical constitution, on which the Hungarian legal system relies.
Court shall define on a case-by-case basis the content of constitutional identity as a set of constitutionally provided values.25

So, similarly to the Polish implementation, the Hungarian definition is still too vague, only the aforementioned exemplificative enumeration has been provided for those elements of the constitutional framework which shall be seen as sources of constitutional identity. Moreover, the Hungarian Fundamental Law prescribes the duty of all state authorities to interpret the Fundamental Law in the light of its purpose, of the National Avowal as a preamble to the Fundamental Law, and the achievements of the historical constitution of Hungary.26 And this is again a point where the Hungarian implementation differs from the Polish one. The Hungarian concept is closely linked to the still ongoing discourse on the role of historical traditions in the current constitutional framework, which dates back to the enactment of the Fundamental Law in 2011.

Art. (R) (3) of the Fundamental Law of Hungary prescribed that the provisions of the Fundamental Law shall be interpreted amongst others in light of the achievements of the historical constitution of Hungary.27 This provision highlighted the relevance of Hungarian constitutional traditions as elaborated until 1944, and generated discussion on Hungary’s constitutional specialities within the European legal space.28 As will be detailed later, the concept of constitutional identity has been attached to an already existing set of constitutional reasoning and scholarship in the country, therefore the context of the Hungarian implementation-oriented it towards a historically more deeply rooted approach.

Moreover, the Hungarian introduction of constitutional identity was a legal answer to a particular political situation, when the so-called quota referendum was legally unsuccessful, but the vast majority of the votes cast supported the governmental policies.29 Less than fifty percent of voters took part in the referendum, so the validity threshold had not been met,30 but more than 90 percent of the votes cast opposed the acceptance of migration quotas. The proposed amendment of the Fundamental Law for the rejection of migration quotas was not enacted by Parliament due to the lack of a two-thirds governmental parliamentary majority during that period, so in this situation, the Government looked for other legal means to exclude the allocation of refugees to the country on the grounds of the planned quota system, and constitutional identity was one of the legal tools chosen to further this purpose.

Apart from the lack of a coherent definition, a further similarity between the two countries should be underlined: there was an important borderline in the development of the constitutional case law in both countries.31 In Poland, since the constitutional crisis started in 2015, the Constitutional Tribunal has been reluctant to cite earlier jurisprudence,32 and the interpretation of constitutional identity has been changed. In the meantime, the Fourth Amendment to the Fundamental Law of Hungary stipulated33 that the rulings of the Hungarian Constitutional Court issued under the previous Constitution of the country shall lose their effect. The Constitutional Court held in one of its rulings that the former ruling should be

25 Ibid, point 66.
31 V Miháliková (2020) 8.
33 Art. 19(2) of the Fourth Amendment of the Fundamental Law.
A concept at the edge of national and European constitutional law... cited unless the Fundamental Law significantly reconsiders the context of the subject. However, in the reality, cases before 2011 are rarely mentioned in reasonings, just as parts of the historical development. But it is also noteworthy that several recent rulings of the Constitutional Court repeat key sentences from old judgments, maintaining at least the perception of case law’s continuous development in Hungary.

In Hungary, despite several criticisms addressed at its recent composition and case law, the formal legitimacy of the Constitutional Court has not been questioned, and it is generally acknowledged that this body is authorized to elaborate on the detailed interpretation of constitutional identity. This is not currently the case in Poland, where the legitimacy or even the legality of the current Constitutional Tribunal or at least of some constitutional judges has been questioned by several domestic and international counterparts. One should not expect a body with questionable recognition to develop a concept which should represent some minimum legal points of consent for the whole society.

The cursory glance at these two implementations highlights the lack of a unitary European discussion on constitutional identity. Due to the lack of a clear European definition or at least standard on this legal instrument, each member state faced this issue under different circumstances, which determined the functions assigned to constitutional identity. If constitutional identity emanates from diverse backgrounds in each member state, it will be hard to apply this concept as a term of European law.

3. THE ELEMENTS OF CONSTITUTIONAL IDENTITY IN POLAND AND HUNGARY

In Poland and Hungary, despite some clear differences, the structure of the two constitutional identity frameworks is inherently similar, therefore, similar doubts may be raised regarding the explicit content of constitutional identity. To clarify the shortcomings in this regard, firstly, the key sentences of the Polish Lisbon Treaty judgment should be cited:

The Constitutional Tribunal shares the view expressed in the legal scholarship that the competences of the sovereign state, under the prohibition of conferral to international organisations, constitutes the constitutional identity, and thus reflects the values the Constitution is based on. Therefore, constitutional identity is a concept which determines the scope of “excluding – from the competence to confer competences – the matters which constitute [...] the heart of the matter, i.e., are fundamental to the basis of the political system of a given state”, the conferral of which would not be possible pursuant to Article 90 of the Constitution. Regardless of the difficulties related to setting a detailed catalogue of inalienable competencies, the following should be included among the matters under the complete prohibition of the conferral: decisions specifying the fundamental principles of the Constitution and decisions concerning the rights of the individual which determine the identity of the state, including, in particular, the requirement of protection of human dignity and constitutional rights, the principle of statehood, the principle of democratic governance, the principle of a state under rule of law, the principle of social justice, the principle of subsidiarity, as well as the requirement of ensuring better implementation of constitutional values and the prohibition to confer the power of the people and the bicameral Polish Parliament to amend the Constitution and the competence to determine competences.

34 The ruling of the Constitutional Court of Hungary, 13/2013.(VI.17.) [2013] ABH.
35 At first the cited old sentences are expressly mentioned in justifications of new rulings; but once an old statement has been repeated by recent case law, subsequent reasonings will refer to these recent repeats of the old statements instead of the original rulings based on the previous Constitution of Hungary.
37 Judgement of the Constitutional Tribunal of Poland, K 32/09.
The Polish Constitutional Tribunal aimed to identify a standard for reasonably narrowing the scope of constitutional identity and clarifying its meaning. The main argument from the body was the declaration of equivalence between the unalienable competencies of the sovereign Polish State under Art. 90 of the Polish Constitution and its constitutional identity. However, despite this commendable step towards constructing a coherent framework, the Tribunal managed only to provide an exemplificative enumeration of certain elements, which should form part of constitutional identity. However, the list remains open-ended, and it is up to the interpretation to confer an unalienable character on further principles and values to extend the scope of constitutional identity. Moreover, this approach does not consider that due to its aforementioned ambiguity, constitutional identity should be elaborated jointly by national constitutional courts and by the ECJ, as confirmed several times by the ECJ and national constitutional courts.

The relevant argumentation of the Hungarian Constitutional Court faces similar shortcomings, as demonstrated by the following crucial sentences:

The Constitutional Court of Hungary interprets the concept of constitutional identity as Hungary’s self-identity and it unfolds the content of this concept from case to case, based on the whole Fundamental Law and certain provisions thereof, in accordance with the National Avowal and the achievements of our historical constitution – as required by Article R) (3) of the Fundamental Law. The constitutional self-identity of Hungary is not a list of static and closed values, nevertheless many of its important components – identical with the constitutional values generally accepted today – can be highlighted as examples: freedoms, the division of powers, republic as the form of government, respect of autonomies under public law, the freedom of religion, exercising lawful authority, parliamentarism, the equality of rights, acknowledging judicial power, the protection of the nationalities living with us. These are, among others, the achievements of our historical constitution, the Fundamental Law and thus the whole Hungarian legal system are based upon.

The Constitutional Court establishes that the constitutional self-identity of Hungary is a fundamental value not created by the Fundamental Law – it is merely acknowledged by the Fundamental Law. Consequently, constitutional identity cannot be waived by way of an international treaty – Hungary can only be deprived of its constitutional identity through the final termination of its sovereignty, its independent statehood. Therefore, the protection of constitutional identity shall remain the duty of the Constitutional Court as long as Hungary is a sovereign State. Accordingly, sovereignty and constitutional identity have several common points, thus their control should be performed with due regard to each other in specific cases.

Sovereignty is at the heart of the Hungarian reasoning, and the inalienable competencies of the Hungarian sovereign are mentioned, but the collection of these is not understood as the equivalent of constitutional identity like in Poland. Instead, the Constitutional Court nominated two explicit sources of constitutional identity: the National Avowal, and the achievements of the historical Constitution, however, the second category is itself still overbroad. Nevertheless, the ruling provides the entire Fundamental Law.
Law as the potential basis of constitutional identity, undoubtedly too vague a background for this concept. Constitutional identity as a normative idea should describe those core provisions or clauses of the constitution, which shall be over ‘ordinary’ constitutional provisions, and which should constitute substantial restrictions on constitutional amendments as well as on the limitation of sovereignty. By contrast, the Hungarian definition just provides a list of evidently crucial constitutional principles and values without constructing any coherent framework of interpretation behind them.

There are huge uncertainties around the elements of constitutional identity in Poland and Hungary, and this is again explained by the lack of any common sense about the standards behind constitutional identity. The content of this concept cannot be the same in all member states, since the uniqueness of each country should be reflected, however, at least the key formal and substantial principles should be agreed, possibly during a future amendment of the founding treaties of the European Union, which should be borne in mind during the national conceptualizations of constitutional identity.

4. THE FUNCTIONS OF CONSTITUTIONAL IDENTITY IN POLAND AND HUNGARY

The special character of constitutional identity is well reflected by the functions assigned to it. According to the model of Anna Śledzińska-Simon, constitutional identity has an individual, a relational, and a collective aspect, and all of these are used in both Poland and Hungary. The individual and the collective aspects are the strongest, and the highlights are slightly different depending on the exact circumstances of the two countries.

The individual aspect of constitutional identity describes those elements of a constitutional framework that provides its speciality vis a vis other national legal systems. The characteristics identified under this aspect shall also form the basis of the relational and the collective aspects, while it should restrict the constitution-amending power’s room for manoeuvre. Regarding this second point, both the Polish and the Hungarian Constitutional Court have consistently rejected substantial review of constitutional amendments and opened a review only on formal grounds. Consequently, constitutional identity is not utilised as a substantial standard for the scrutiny of constitutional amendments. Nevertheless, especially in Hungary, where the role of historical traditions is closely linked to the discussion on constitutional identity, the constitutional uniqueness of the country is highlighted.

Regarding the relational aspect, constitutional identity shall secure for the state that it has equal status in its diplomatic relations with foreign countries, and its sovereignty should be respected in cases of international cooperation. Despite the fact that constitutional identity is sometimes cited as a legal argument in bilateral interstate relations, the role of this concept is usually not crucial in the field of international law.

Under the collective aspect, the constitutional identity of member states determines the national authorities’ room for manoeuvre within the European legal space, as a community of equal and sovereign legal entities. At this point, the inherent ambiguity of constitutional identity should be highlighted again: member states should preserve their unique character but should also conclude agreements in certain fields.

---


to establish unitary regulation within the whole community.\textsuperscript{50} The shortcomings regarding the European and national dimensions of constitutional identity will be conceptualized elsewhere; here the judicial bodies’ role in expressing national sovereignty should be highlighted. When constitutional identity was introduced in Poland and Hungary, mainly the governmental margin of movement was addressed, however, especially in Poland after the beginning of the constitutional crisis, the status of the Polish judiciary has been a controversial matter at the international level. Several international organisations expressed their concerns, while the ECJ, as well as the European Court of Human rights, have several times declared the incompatibility of the Polish judicial reforms with European Law and with the European Convention on Human Rights.\textsuperscript{51} The uncertainty around constitutional identity is demonstrated excellently by the fact that the current Polish government relies on constitutional identity when it rejects the competencies of European and international actors to interfere; while opponents of the recent judicial reforms consider that the constitutional identity of Poland should primarily prevent the government from conducting such measures which may undermine the independence and the legitimacy of the judiciary.\textsuperscript{52}

Despite the intense relevant debates also taking place in Hungary,\textsuperscript{53} this context of controversies around the status of the judiciary has less weight, however, the planned reorganisation of the Hungarian administrative judiciary was heavily criticized by a wide range of international stakeholders. Ultimately, the envisaged reforms were withdrawn.\textsuperscript{54} Probably in the light of the Polish experience and the doubts around the Hungarian administrative justice, the Hungarian Parliament adopted a constitutional amendment, which underlined the significance of constitutional identity as well as the role of the national authorities in its protection: \textit{All bodies of the State shall protect the constitutional self-identity of Hungary.}\textsuperscript{55}

The term “constitutional self-identity”, commonly used in the Hungarian case law and literature, also shows that the functions assigned to constitutional identity are slightly different in Hungary than in Poland. Even the normativity of the Polish concept is subject to severe concerns, but the Hungarian framework is also supposed to contain several extra-legal elements. The issues raised by this characteristic will be detailed in the fifth and the sixth sections.

5. CONSTITUTIONAL IDENTITY IN THE EUROPEAN LEGAL SPACE: THE POLISH AND HUNGARIAN EXPERIENCES

The issue around constitutional identity is based on a core tension between the European and the national aspects of the issue, and the scientific discourse has not substantially reflected on that.\textsuperscript{56} On one hand, constitutional identity shall embody the specificity of a member state, and shall enumerate those elements of the national constitutional order which distinguish it from the constitutional identity of other countries, and which shall be untouchable even for constitutional amendments,\textsuperscript{57} like the eternity clauses in certain


\textsuperscript{51} SWD(2021)722 final.


\textsuperscript{55} Seventh Amendment to the Fundamental Law of Hungary, art. 4.


constitutions. On the other hand, if constitutional identity is invoked as a limit on the supremacy of EU law over national constitutions, it should have a unitary character, or at least a coherent European-wide standard, to prevent member states from justifying several overbroad exceptions from the scope of European harmonization.

Due to the political circumstances and the numerous legal controversies concerning Poland and Hungary before the European judicial bodies during the recent years, in both countries, constitutional identity has been used as an argument to retain the sovereignty of member states within the European legal space. Owing to these tendencies, the scope of constitutional identity has been considerably extended during recent years by the Polish and Hungarian Constitutional Courts, when compared with the traditional concept of national identity. National identity, protected by Art. 4 (2) of the Treaty on the European Union, has been a regularly invoked argument, accepted several times by the ECJ. This concept has justified the differing regulations of member states in the field of language issues, use of names, or certain family law cases. National identity has been an important consideration in the reasoning of the ECJ, however to date it has not constituted an absolute value, other factors and the common European interest might outweigh it.

The difference of opinion between the ECJ and national constitutional courts is certainly not a new dispute. While ECJ has acknowledged national identity only in certain narrow fields, the German Federal Constitutional Court interpreted the unamendable provisions of German Basic Law as the constitutional identity of Germany and stated that the priority of these norms should not be questioned by the supremacy of European law. For instance, the Court concluded that national law should prevail over European law when the supremacy of EU law would diminish the level of the fundamental protection of rights in Germany.

In Polish and Hungarian discussions, constitutional identity has appeared as a factor protecting the key elements of state sovereignty: its territory, its integrity, its population, and its internal structure of administration. The Polish Constitutional Tribunal, especially since 2015, and since 2016 also the Hungarian Constitutional Court, have given such an interpretation to constitutional identity, which has been criticised heavily by the European authorities. It should be noted that the recent development of constitutional identity, whether in Poland or Hungary, is just an indicator of increased political and social tensions within the European community as a whole. Due to the ambiguity of constitutional identity outlined, in my view, the ideal way out of this dilemma would be to outline a minimum standard in the...

59 K Poplawski (2019).
65 ECJ’s judgement C-6/64 [1964] ECLI:EU:C:1964:66; ECJ’s judgement C-11/70.
70 Last time confirmed by the ruling of the Constitutional Court of Hungary 33/2021.(XII.22.) [2021] ABH.
foundational treaties and for detailed case law based on this to be jointly elaborated by the ECJ and the national constitutional courts. The standard should contain some rigid components to establish the unity of the European Union as one pillar; but also should leave broad space for member states to manoeuvre, reflecting their unique characteristics.

The dialogue between these judicial entities has not been fruitful at any stage of European integration; nevertheless, several steps have been made to moderate the alleged tensions and to bring the different approaches closer to each other. It is worth contemplating that both constitutional courts have shown a willingness to consider the case-law of Luxembourg and Strasbourg, with several Polish and Hungarian rulings containing an extensive overview of the relevant European jurisprudence. However, requests for preliminary rulings have not been submitted to the ECJ by the Polish or Hungarian Constitutional Courts, at most these bodies sometimes suspended the proceedings before them when the matter was being simultaneously heard by the ECJ, and waited for the European judgment.

The attitude of Central-European constitutional courts has also changed recently: national constitutional courts are more reluctant to deal with European legal practice; greater weight is given to the development of national case law based on local specificities. For instance, the Polish Constitutional Tribunal analysed the imperialism of international courts in its recent abortion ruling. Obviously, these tensions are partly consequences of the continuous deepening of European integration, which has consistently generated opposing views from supporters of broader national sovereignty at the national level.

Constitutional identity has an inherent place in the European legal space and constitutes a legitimate reflection of member states on European integration while retaining certain elements of their sovereignty. Nevertheless, I hold that this concept should not be used as a political instrument, and should not be a victim of the increasing political and social tensions around Europe. More willingness for cooperation and compromise-finding will be necessary, both in Poland and Hungary, and also across Europe, in order to establish the proper place of this concept in the European constitutional discourse and to avoid further misconceptualisation. For this purpose, a clear standard coming from the founding treaties is necessary to create common grounds for the national definition of constitutional identity to be vested with a normative legal character.

6. The relationship of constitutional identity with the historical traditions of the nation

A framework with a normative legal character should be clearly distinguished from the terms of other branches of science and should not be mixed up with sociological or cultural, legally non-tangible elements. This requirement has specifically not been fulfilled in Hungary, where the legal character of constitutional identity has not been crystallized yet. In Poland, constitutional identity is based on the 1997 Constitution of the country, at the extremes the Constitution of 4 May 1791 might be also considered. Constitutional identity based on the case-law of the Constitutional Tribunal on the unalienable competencies of the state, only its content is dubious. This is the reason why lawyers call on the concept of Polish constitutional identity in inherently different contexts.

76 M Rosenfeld, The Identity of the Constitutional Subject (Routledge 2010).
In Hungary, the new Fundamental Law raised the significance of historical traditions in constitutional argumentation. As a consequence, several scholars shared their views about the constitutional uniqueness of the country, and the Constitutional Court has also analysed the historical development of particular actual laws on several occasions. Constitutional identity as a concept was seen from the perspective of this discussion, and the undefined range of historical constitutional achievements was considered to be the main source of constitutional identity. When this framework was officially acknowledged by the Constitutional Court, its conceptualization has been conducted under very problematic terms:

The Constitutional Court establishes that the constitutional self-identity of Hungary is a fundamental value not created – just acknowledged by the Fundamental Law. Consequently, constitutional identity cannot be waived by way of an international treaty – Hungary can only be deprived of its constitutional identity through the final termination of its sovereignty, its independent statehood. Therefore, the protection of constitutional identity shall remain the duty of the Constitutional Court as long as Hungary is a sovereign State.

This amounts to a discrepancy with the normative approach experienced in Poland: The Hungarian Constitutional Court failed to properly distinguish constitutional identity from other forms of identity. Constitutional identity should be a primarily legal category with legally tangible elements and with such a level of precision that may provide substantial orientation for the interpretation. However, the Hungarian reasoning mostly relies on a cultural approach to national identity, which is merely acknowledged by the legal norms, even by the constitution. This approach is based on undoubtedly crucial factors for a national community to build its own collective identity, and these values should be preserved by the society in daily life. Nevertheless, as far as legal interpretation is concerned, a more rigorous and normative approach would be necessary to implement constitutional identity in the legal system with sufficient transparency. Constitutional identity does not serve as the basis of a country’s self-identity; it is just a framework of interpretation elaborated for serving special purposes, especially the substantial review of constitutional amendments or restricting the scope of European integration. By contrast, the Hungarian Constitutional Court declared that constitutional identity is not established by the Fundamental Law of Hungary, but merely acknowledged. This statement is valid for national identity in its cultural sense for the whole community since the Fundamental Law or constitution are just concrete expressions of national identities with legal terms.

---

80 The ruling of the Constitutional Court of Hungary, 22/2016.(XII.5.), point 67.
82 GJ Jacobsohn, Constitutional Identity (HUP 2010).
meaning of national identity should also not be mixed up with the notion of national identity that appears in the reasoning of the ECJ, since the latter falls closer to constitutional identity at the national level.

The wording of ‘constitutional self-identity’ consistently used by the Hungarian Constitutional Court and by several scholars also clearly demonstrates that the Hungarian concept is filled with crucial elements, but also with components which lack any normative character. So, in my view, even though the Fundamental Law acknowledges the national identity of Hungary, the constitutional identity of the country as a legal framework is or should be grounded in the Fundamental Law. Without this distinction, constitutional identity would fail to fulfil its functions as outlined in the third section, and would be just an empty concept in the Hungarian constitutional discourse.

7. THE MAIN CONCERNS AROUND CONSTITUTIONAL IDENTITY IN POLAND AND HUNGARY

In the light of the preceding details, one may raise four main concerns regarding the current development of constitutional identity in Poland and Hungary, inherently similar in the two countries despite having slightly different highlights, and perhaps also worthy of consideration for other European countries.

Firstly, constitutional identity should enumerate those constitutional principles and values which are shared by the whole community; otherwise, it will not strengthen the legal cohesion of the country. If there is a commonly accepted definition of constitutional identity, its elements would still obviously be subject to further interpretation, but at least the grounds would be identical for everyone. Without clearly established sources and content, constitutional identity cannot play a primary role in constitutional discourse and should be seen as an argument rather than a concept, and it will be subject to manipulative misconceptualisations by the different sides.

Secondly, constitutional identity should be coherently distinguished from other forms of identity. It should be borne in mind that constitutional identity is not just a list of common values, but also a narrow set of constitutional principles with normative legal force that should fulfil well-defined functions in the legal discourse. Regardless of the huge number of common elements, constitutional identity is far from national self-identity. In my view, it should not prevail outside of legal argumentation, it should not secure the engagement of the people towards the state and the national community. There are other instruments, other forms of identity which should further these purposes and which should be strengthened in society to ensure the protection of national traditions in any field of life.

Thirdly, the ambiguity of constitutional identity should be understood, and particular weight should be given to this characteristics of this framework. Exchange of views on this matter evolves along two effectively independent branches: there is a discussion within member states on developing their constitutional identity, while the role of this concept is also uncertain in the European legal space. Constitutional identity must contain static and dynamic elements, even from a European perspective. One should not expect

member states to operate with identical meanings for constitutional identity, since this would undermine the diversity of European integration and the right of member states to retain the core of their sovereignty. However, if a minimum European standard of constitutional identity is not met, this provides member states with unlimited potential to justify exceptions from rules with uniform European applicability.

This problem concerns European integration as a whole, not only in Poland and Hungary, and the solution might be imaginable only on two levels. An amendment of the founding treaties should provide certain minimum standards with which the constitutional identity of each member state should comply, and with this in place, the ECJ may precisely define the terms of the founding treaties in its case law. Simultaneously, member states should explicitly provide in their constitutions their definition of constitutional identity, which should be filled with more detailed content by the national constitutional courts in cooperation with the European judicial bodies. I am fully aware of the fact that in light of the current political and social situation these recommendations may be seen as idealistic, but in my view, the difficulties should not prevent us from at least defining proper targets and looking for steps which may lead us towards these aims.

One may also argue that the method of treatment outlined is quite time-consuming and therefore its impact might be tangible only for the long term, but such a complex issue as constitutional identity may not be reconsidered otherwise than at the end of an inclusive, transparent, and long series of negotiations. For instance, the Copenhagen Criteria, which were accepted by all new member states before their accession to the European Union, might constitute the basis of the minimum standards which the constitutional identity of each member state should comply with.\footnote{P Rezler, ‘The Copenhagen Criteria: Are They Helping or Hurting the European Union?’ (2011) Touro Law Rev 14, 390, \url{https://www.tourolaw.edu/jri/uploads/articles/v14_2/3.pdf} [accessed: 19.03.2022].}

Forth, the attitudes of judges and other stakeholders regarding constitutional identity should considerably change to moderate the discussions around it.\footnote{I Kukorelli, ‘Az Alaptörvény és az Európai Unió’ [The fundamental law and the European Union] (2013) Pro Bono Publico 1(1), 4-11, \url{https://folyoirat.ludovika.hu/index.php/ppbmk/article/view/3129/2379} [accessed: 19.03.2022].} Due to the European and national aspects of this matter, constitutional identity should be elaborated by constructive dialogue between the ECJ and national constitutional courts.\footnote{M Wendel, ‘Exceeding Judicial Competence in the Name of Democracy: The German Federal Constitutional Court’s OMT Reference’ (2014) Eur Const Law Rev 10(2), 263, \url{https://doi.org/10.1017/S1574019614001187}.} Regrettably, during recent years the dialogue, especially between the ECJ and the Polish and Hungarian constitutional courts, has not been fruitful, and all stakeholders have shown less willingness to understand the counterarguments.\footnote{A Soltys, ‘The Obligation to Interpret National Law in Accordance with the European Law in the Jurisprudence of Polish Constitutional Court – Focus on Limits’ (2017) EJPM 1, 51-62, \url{https://wpia.uwm.edu.pl/czasopisma/sites/default/files/uploads/EIPM/2017/1/52-63.pdf} [accessed: 14.10.2021].}\footnote{RD Kelemen, L Pech, ‘The Uses and Abuses of Constitutional Pluralism: Undermining the Rule of Law in the Name of Constitutional Identity in Hungary and Poland’ (2019) Camb Yrb Eur Leg Stud 21, 59-74, \url{https://doi.org/10.1017/cel.2019.11}.} If this attitude remains dominant, constitutional identity might be further misconceptualised, and will mostly serve as a political argument rather than an effective framework of legal interpretation.\footnote{Now we are hopefully still at a stage early enough to prevent constitutional identity from being irreversibly politicised.}

8. CONCLUSION

This contribution has reflected on an issue with increasing importance and attempted to add a new point of view to the ongoing discussion. Constitutional identity should be based on the legal tradition of each member state, but discussions on this matter should shift to a European level. The elements of national identity within the case-law of the ECJ, and constitutional identity in national jurisprudence, should be considered to establish a coherent legal instrument for wider European integration, as well as for each member state. A certain margin of freedom should be left for member states, but some restrictions on this flexibility should be agreed upon by the member states to make the European project viable in the long term.

To achieve this purpose, we must further examine the issue of constitutional identity on a supranational level with a comparative methodology to better understand what happens to the same legal concepts in...
the different corners of Europe, especially in the Visegrád region. A continuous dialogue would be necessary across the whole community to outline the proper place of constitutional identity in constitutional debates, and this is not feasible without constructing a detailed overview from the recent relevant developments within the Central-European region in this regard.

The role of constitutional identity has gradually grown alongside the deepening of European integration. Since the scope of harmonization is still increasing, constitutional identity has a prospective and evolving role in the constitutional dialogue of Europe, therefore greater efforts should be devoted to clarifying this legal construction.94 Constitutional identity should avoid being relegated to an arbitrary argument with no justification.

As a closing remark, having considered carefully the difficulties entailed in this idea, I would like to stress again the importance of constitutional identity; its sufficiently deep elaboration would provide potential answers to several currently unresolved constitutional dilemmas. If compromises can be concluded from its interpretation, constitutional identity would not only clarify and partly reconsider the complex relationship between the European and national legal systems, but will also constitute convincing grounds for substantial review of constitutional amendments. Despite the fact that most stakeholders in Poland and Hungary focus on the European dimension of constitutional identity, this might be also an effective tool for national constitutional courts to protect the fundamental values of the constitution from internal attacks, so from constitutional amendments substantially incompatible with the spirit of the constitution. But we can only expect this in the case of a more transparent and balanced conceptualization of constitutional identity, based on joint and mutual respect of national identities and the interests of the European integration.
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